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your connections
to the highest level

TELEBLOCK K

45

Integration

Raise and connect.
That easy, that quick.

· Perfect adaptation in areas where
it can be hidden if you wish. Orderly
and hidden cables.

The Simon Connect TELEBLOCK K45 solves all your
eventual connection needs by adapting to any kind of
furniture.

Accessibility
· Since it is installable in any space, it

Technology and innovation

is very comfortable for accessing and

The fact that it can be raised automatically lends it a unique
appearance of technological advance.

connecting. You don’t have to look for
connections on the wall or on the floor.
· Functionality and connectivity.

Design, image and originality

It enables power, voice and data,

The TELEBLOCK K45’s design and originality make it an
object with a top level image.

multimedia and switches/pushbuttons
for lights, blinds to be connected and
equipment to be turned on and off...

AUTOMATIC RAISING*

Customization
Covers available in two finishes: graphite
grey and matt chrome.
Possibility to customize the finishes with
the company’s corporate color.

* Optional for the version of 5 mechanisms K45.
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Aplications

Offices, meeting rooms and conference rooms
Every kind of connections is solved with TELEBLOCK K45
at office tables, meeting rooms and conference rooms.
The connections are within reach.

Public areas
The areas with crowds and sizeable use such as airport
lounges and shopping malls, among other places,
make it necessary to devise complete connectivity
solutions with easy access.

Hotels
Suitable for equipping hotel room desks by adapting
to the surroundings.

Kitchens
The TELEBLOCK K45 solution for kitchens is as
original as it is practical because it fits in perfectly
with cabinets. The electrical connection is located
where you need it, and is hidden after use.
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References

Choose your TELEBLOCK K45
TELEBLOCK K45 WIRING AND MOUNTING

Reference

TELEBLOCK K45 TO BE CONFIGURED

KTLE205

KTL202

KTL203

KTL204

KTL205

KTL206

KTLE215U

KTL215U

KTL226F

KTL212 - PACK CUISINE

For 5 K45
mechanisms with
automatic raising

For 2
mechanisms
K45

For 3
mechanisms
K45

For 4
mechanisms
K45

For 5
mechanisms
K45

For 6
mechanisms
K45

Includes automatic raising
with 2 graphite schuko
sockets, 2 red sockets and
2 RJ45 CAT 5e UTP

Includes 2 graphite schuko
sockets, 2 red schuko
sockets and 2 RJ45 CAT
5e UTP

Includes 2 graphite French
sockets, 2 red French
sockets and 2 RJ45 CAT
5e UTP

Includes 2 graphite schuko
sockets

... and choose the finish

Reference

COVER AND FRAME

KTLA1/14

KTLA1/31

Graphite grey finish

Matt chrome finish

Ask about customised finishes

Reference

ACCESSORIES
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H114

H114U

Hole saw with 114mm
diameter

Spindle for H114 hole saw

References
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